14 to have art works in campus sale
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MISSOULA--

A total of 14 amateur artists will have various artworks and handicraft on display at an art sale Wednesday at the University of Montana.

The sale will be from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. on the mall between the UM Library and University Center, or in the UC mall if there is rain.

Included in the sale will be weaving, macrame, pottery, plants, plaster craft, jewelry, key rings, photographs, flower pots and decoupage.

Artists participating will include Laura Gay, Terri Rogers, Crystal Martin, Pat Wright, Bill Hayward, Melinda Horton, Kristin Krechke, Gladys McKinsey, Betty Richardson, John Krempel, Carol Kulish (known artistically as Missing Lynx), Kari Lind, Kathleen Shiel and Judith Howell.

The sale is sponsored by the University Center Programming Services office.